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Details on 
Lying &

Using Strengths

UNDERSTAND/CHANGE LENS

THINK AHEAD

ADJUST EXPECTATIONS

SHIFT APPROACH & ENVIRONMENT

PLAN TOGETHER



➢ Slides at cogsupports.com/Nov29
➢ You can ask questions in the chat
➢ Please do not share slides!



Positive Traits & 
Strengths of

People with FASD's
Kids and adults with FASD’s have many strengths.  

Good with animals
Good speakers, expressers

Empathetic
Successful in childcare, 

customer service, food services, and 
caregiving/social work

Artistically and 
musically talented

Good with younger kids
Motivated to help others

Friendly

Myles Himmelreich
Advocate, Speaker

www.MylesHimmelreich.com

Helen Simpson
Author, Speaker, Advocate

www.lovemeenough.com
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“Your explanation
guides your intervention.” 

– Dr. Ross Greene, “The Explosive Child”

Intentional 
Skill

• Punishments

• Rewards

• Lectures

• “Why, why, why?”

• Suspensions

• Displacement 

• Arrest  

• Proactive

• Accommodation 

• Think differently

• Empathize

• Learn

• Work together

• Advocate
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“Your explanation
guides your intervention.” 

– Dr. Ross Greene, “The Explosive Child”
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When we reframe challenging 
behaviors, it…

• Makes things easier emotionally
• Allows us to problem solve
• Helps the person understand what’s going on 
• Is more accurate than our “gut” feelings



FASD Impacts 
Cognitive Skills

–Processing verbal language
–Executive Functioning Deficits

▪ Emotional Regulation
▪ Attention
▪ Working Memory
▪ Planning

–Processing Speed
–Memory issues

▪ “Short-term” memory
▪ Long Term Memory
▪ Memory distortions
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Traditional Strategies and Cognitive Skills
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Points and reward systems 

(a.k.a. “Yeah, Good Luck with 

That” plans)

– Often enthusiastic to do well

– Doesn’t provide support “in-the-

moment”

– Long-term incentives often don’t 

work

– Lack of success interpreted as 

lack of compliance

Signing a “contract” 

promising to stop 

engaging in challenging 

behaviors

– Does not consider why a 
behavior is happening

– “Try harder” with no real 
supports

– Lack of success interpreted 
as lack of compliance

Making a verbal plan with 
alternatives to 

behavior/coping skills 

– Too abstract

– Likely does not understand all 
that is said

– Memory distortions

– Using the plan “in the moment”

– Lack of success interpreted as 
lack of compliance
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Every situation, expectation, and 
interaction demands cognitive skills.

RECIPE
EXPECTATION

5 minutes of homework
Needed Skill Ingredients 

- Attention span
- Distraction resistance
- Impulse control
- Self-monitoring
- Shifting
- Abstract thought
- Problem-solving
- Emotional regulation
- Reading
- Writing
- Recall



“Boil It Down!”
•Do our plans and 
supports “boil down” to 
more than just “try 
harder”?
•An incentive is not a 
support!
• Link supports to a 
cognitive skill to be more 
effective
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Let’s Boil it Down!
▪ Reward systems
▪ Secret signal
▪ Bribes
▪ Lectures
▪ Practicing
▪ “Get it together”
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Essential 
Strategy #1

SUPPORT SAFETY & CONNECTION
11
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Neuroception is our 
“bottom” brain’s 
sense of safety to the 
environment, to 
situations, and to people. 
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Safe Neuroception

I N  TH E MOMEN T

– We can interact warmly 
with others (connection)

– Our bodies feel relaxed 
and calm

– We can co-regulate with 
others when things go 
wrong

– We can learn

TH E BI GGER P I CTURE

– We move through 
developmental 
processes

– We are eventually able to 
use advanced (“top-
down”) thinking 
processes

– We build our own 
personal coping skills
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Unsafe Neuroception

I N  TH E MOMEN T
– We are defensive
– Our body feels 

anxious/scared
– Our autonomic system 

activates a defensive state 
(pathways)

– We resist interaction with and 
reject connection

– We cannot use our executive 
functioning skills

– We engage in “challenging 
behaviors” (“bottom up” 
behaviors)

TH E BI GGER P I CTURE
– Our movement through 

developmental process is 
stalled, delayed, or 
inconsistent

– We struggle with 
relationships

– Our cognitive skill 
development is delayed

– We have ongoing 
challenging behaviors and 
have no coping skills

– We cannot talk about our 
behaviors abstractly (“top-
down” thinking)
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Early childhood 
trauma and stress 

create unsafe 
neuroception. 
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It is important to 
determine if 
unsafe neuroception 
is a factor for our child 
before trying behavior 
interventions, including
Cognitive Supports™.
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Continual sensory dysregulation

Frequent oppositional behaviors

Easily reactive to people/situations

Escalates multiple times per day

“Shuts down” frequently

Overreacts to small stressors/has no coping skills

Rejects reasoning/comfort



Prioritizing Connection 
(Connection Time)

– Each major supporter should have daily connection

– One-on-one whenever possible

– Have a goal of 5 minutes if you cannot devote more time.

– Must be easy! No games or conversations that could trigger stress or 
unsafe neuroception.

– Sensory activities can be good: hair brushing, back rub, cuddling, 
reading together. 

– The goal here is to send cues of safety, brain to brain. 

– Even if there is dysregulation and escalation later, this time is 
valuable. 

– Successful time in neuroceptive safety together helps develop co-
regulation, and paves the way for collaboration or problem-solving. 



In-the-Moment
Neuroception Supports

– Don’t stand over them. 
Move slowly

– Give space when 
needed, physical 
affection when needed

– Lean back, keep 
engaged and looking at 
them
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– Use a soft and warm 
tone, even if it takes 
effort

– This means you need to 
stop and think before 
talking!

– Speak slowly and model 
thinking

– Have warm eyes and 
expressions

– Focus on soothing first, 
talking later

– Avoid too much verbal

– Adjust expectations 
during dysregulation

– Give 1:1 help if that 
helps with 
expectations/regulations

Our Faces/Voices Our Bodies Our Demands



Essential 
Support #2

GIVE TIME TO THINK
21



Give time to process.
▪This won’t be easy!
▪10-60 seconds
▪Maybe more!
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BUT 
WHY?
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Processing Verbal 
Language
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• Demands multiple parts of the brain

• Executive Functioning

• Processing speed

• Communication

• A universal struggle in people with FASD's

• Can change depending on the day

FASD

Processing

Executive 
Function



Verbal communication is the 
least-effective way to pass 

information along to a person 
with an FASD. 
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Additional Conversation Supports
– If you must talk, use simple language

▪ Keep common phrases the same
–Repeat what you said exactly the way you said it first

▪ Re-phrase only after repeating yourself once
–Use visuals whenever they are willing
–Split conversations up into smaller parts if it helps with 

regulation or understanding
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Essential 
Strategy #3

VISUALIZE INFORMATION
27



Visuals support many skills at 
once

Processing, Executive Functioning, 
and Memory

We often resist visuals:
They frequently don’t work

They take time to make
The person doesn’t buy-in
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Visuals are the best support for everyone!

FASD

Processing

Executive 
Function



Starting Places—Visuals
Visuals support many different cognitive skills 
at once!
• Visuals can be simple!
• “Notes”
• Laminated piece of paper/dry erase marker

Think of what the visual is supposed to do:
• Remind
• Prompt to transition
• Remember
• Organize
• Be mindful/regulate

Use visuals to help you avoid verbal 
communication!
It’s OK to stop talking and switch to a visual. 
You will forget!



Starting Places—Visuals

Make sure to “build in” an invitation to 
think. 
• “Take a look at this and we’ll talk in 5 

minutes.”
• “No worries about answering right now—

I’ll give you some time to think.” 
• “Choices” and Visual example



Always ask yourself:
“Are the words 

coming out of my 
mouth better off 

visualized?”
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Perception & Memory Distortions/Lying

Lying

Lack of 
Understanding

Impulsive Answer to 
a Question

Receptive 
Communication & 

Executive Functioning

Perception Distortions

Processing Speed

Confabulation

(“Filling in the blank”)

Cognitive Distortion

Memory Distortion

Which Takes the Most Brain Power?
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–Don’t ask questions you already know the 
answer to
▪ We do it to “test” them
▪ We do it impulsively

–Focus on moving forward.
▪ Save clarifying for important issues and when 

they are regulated

–Focus on their needs:
▪ Connection/belonging

Don’t Set Them Up to Lie



When “Lying” Happens
• Pause the conversation
• Prompt them to think and then 

disengage
• Gently dig deeper (if needed)

• “If I said it this way, would I be 
right?”

• Switch mode of communication, if 
possible
• Talking vs. texting or drawing

• Think “clue” instead of lie
• Gather clues over time



When “Lying” Happens
–Say “It sounds like there is more 

to the story” and leave it at that. 

–Resist taking it personally

–Allow for follow-up
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www.youtube.com/OregonBehavior

www.facebook.com/ cogsupports

Learn More with Nate!
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